ACTIVITIES, DINING & SHOPPING – at Muriya’s Hawana Salalah
Destination
Adventure Sports
Popular water-sports provider Adventure Sports brings to Hawana Salalah an unrivalled
array of the best beach fun including sailing, kayaking, pedal boards, parasailing, jet
skiing, wake-boarding, and a variety of entertaining rides.
Al Koshk
Al Koshk boasts a tempting selection of freshly squeezed fruit juices, freshly made
sandwiches and a delicious menu of ice-cream treats.
Al Manara Restaurant
Located in Juweira Boutique Hotel, Al Manara blends international and regional cuisines,
serving a daily American breakfast buffet and transforming into an intimate indoor and
outdoor dining venue in the evenings.
Al Souk
The Fanar Hotel & Residences’ restaurant Al Souk (meaning marketplace) offers a unique
blend of international and regional flavours. With its daily rotating menus, themed
breakfast, lunch and dinner buffets, live cooking buffets and pizza oven, here you can
take a seat overlooking the pool on the outdoor terrace, or enjoy the buzzing atmosphere
inside.
Arabesque Lounge & Terrace
Beautiful lounges, arabesque architecture and evocative music spread through the length
of the Salalah Rotana Resort's Arabesque Lounge & Terrace. Sip mouth-watering mocktails
and cocktails under the stars on the terrace and enjoy easy eats in the luxurious setting of
the lounge.
Around the Ocean
Bringing true Omani hospitality to the ocean, this local SME offers fishing, snorkelling and
dolphin watching excursions, as well as relaxed boat trips around Hawana Salalah’s
trademark lagoons.
As Sammak Restaurant
At As Sammak, Salalah's finest local seafood is served exactly how it should be: simple and
fresh. With its daily selection of locally-sourced fish specials and stunning views of the
marina, As Sammak is a wonderful place to spend an evening.
Aubergine
Capturing the spirit of the Mediterranean, Fanar Hotel & Residences' restaurant Aubergine
offers fusion specialties cooked with fresh herbs, enchanting spices and mouth-watering
marinades. Embracing flavours from the culinary traditions of places like Italy, Greece,

Lebanon and France, Aubergine has indoor and outdoor seating overlooking the tranquil
marina.
The Beach Bar & Restaurant
Situated on the beach front of the Salalah Rotana Resort, The Beach Bar & Restaurant is a
trendy and relaxed restaurant serving up fresh local seafood and panoramic views of the
majestic Indian Ocean.
Al Boom Bar
Juweirah Boutique Hotel’s pool bar overlooks the marina, offering stylish cocktails and a
lively atmosphere.
Breakers
Guests can embark on a culinary adventure within full view of the sparkling Indian Ocean
at the Breakers Restaurants. Situated in the Fanar Hotel and Residences, its full-range of
exquisite cuisine will satisfy all comers with its set menu interpretations of classics from
Mexico, India, Oman, and Brazil.
Coco-Shack Beach Bar
This tropical beach bar exudes a cool retro vibe. Surrounded by tall coconut trees and
positioned on Salalah Rotana Resort's white sandy beach, it is the perfect place to casually
have a tasty beverage and relax.
Desert Cruise Oman
Desert Cruise comes to Oman with over 35 years of experience in organising desert
expeditions, arranging a variety of off-road safari trips into the Rub' Al Khali or 'empty
quarter' and in the mountains.
Doce Paixao
Bringing a taste of Brazilian fashion to Salalah, this trendy outlet offers a variety of
nightwear and beach accessories.
Extra Divers
One of five branches in Oman and 32 branches worldwide, Extra Divers Salalah is located
alongside the marina, providing expert knowledge, professional diver courses, dive
masters and direct access to the best dive spots.
Fashion Istanbul
Salalah’s go to place for finding the trendiest ladies’ fashion and accessories from Turkey.
Fanar Hotel & Residences’ Pool Bar
Never leave the water’s edge at the Pool Bar, where you can enjoy the freshest fruit juices
and cocktails next to the infinity pool and the coconut tree-lined beach.

Gloria Jean's Coffees
Catch up with friends at this internationally renowned coffee chain over a cappuccino and
a freshly-prepared sandwich.

Horizon
For the best view of Salalah, visitors are welcome to unwind at the newly opened Horizon
rooftop bar. Open from 6PM to midnight, there is no better place to watch the sunset and
meet the trendsetters of Oman’s southernmost Governorate.
The Island
This al fresco venue is a favourite hub for Salalah's locals and expats alike. The 'one of a
kind' unique waterfront ambience coupled with fabulous food, delicious drinks and service
with a smile makes The Island Restaurant and Bar a must do when living in or visiting
Salalah.
La Sista Café
Puff on shisha and sip Arabian coffee while enjoying global sporting events on the big
screen.
Marina Bazar
With plenty to offer, this store boasts a wide collection of memorable Oman-themed
souvenirs to a colourful collection of beachwear.
Marina Mart
A one-stop-shop offering everything residents may need quickly and efficiently.
Meeting Point
Partnering with major international tour operators, Meeting Point is a destination
management company that offers group business to tailor made programs and VIP services
to ensure visiting tourists are granted memorable trips to Salalah.
The Plantery
Offers a wide variety of indoor plants and a whole range of landscaping services.
Sabaya
Offering trendy abayas, and a range of local fashions for both men and women.
Saffron
One of Salalah Rotana Resort's restaurants, Saffron is an all-day dining venue that serves a
healthy, fresh, colourful buffet spread from the innovative and interactive kitchens,
reinventing international dishes on a daily basis and hosting delicious themed nights.
Sandbox Beach Bar

Refreshingly laid back and set directly on the sand at Fanar Hotel & Residences, the
Sandbox Beach Bar allows you to sit back and take in the scenery. It is the place to gaze
out to sea and enjoy your favourite beverage.
Saporito
A delectable melange of Italian and Lebanese cuisine, and an al fresco dining section, this
restaurant takes fusion dining to a whole new level.
Shanti
Shanti offers a unique collection of Turkish embellished silver jewellery and handmade
bags, scarves and accessories.
Silk Road
At this east-meets-west restaurant, delight your senses with distinct cuisines from the
Mediterranean, Japan, South East Asia, and India. Yet another sophisticated dining
experience to be found at the Salalah Rotana Resort.
Souly Camp
Enjoy a beautiful sunset overlooking the ocean while indulging in a delicious traditional
meal, aromatically seasoned and slow cooked for hours, all in a beautiful Bedouin tent.
Relax around the campfire and closely watch the starlit skies through the telescope. A
truly memorable experience.

